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6

Abstract7

The idea in this paper is to design and build an E-Business Market that is very huge; the8

purpose is to enable customers to buy through the World Wide Web by applying the9

Browser-server architecture in Electronic Commerce. With the possibility of selling any type10

of goods, whether it?s digital or physical, you would need to increase the proportion of sales to11

ensure customer convenience. The hypermarket is trying as much as possible to make the12

process of purchasing goods very simple, therefore it is building and configuring a13

comprehensive electronic commercial site on the Internet. The new hypermarket provides14

novel services. It includes a number of commercial sites. The management of products that15

are offered by each site are done through the site owner. The site owner will manage the16

system and modify the products of his site through a set of tools provided by the main site. A17

new way is used to display the various products type which makes the navigation in the site18

and comparing its products with other related sites very easy. The E-Hyper Market website19

provides a flexible method of payment that allows the customer to select a payment plan that20

suits him. Also, unique search schema is offered. The searching process of the products21

according to certain conditions can be accomplished in a detailed search. This properties22

based search depends on determining the values and the ranges of the characteristics of the23

product, which provides accurate results. We have used ASP.NET as a programming language24

to implement this project and the database program that is used to store the products data is25

MY SQL. Given the extra services mentioned above, our site will be more flexible and easier26

to use compared with other similar sites.27

28

Index terms— Ecommerce, B2B, Electronic Markets, Flexible Payment.29

1 Introduction30

owadays the wealth of information and means of modern technologies has become diverse and vast, thus, an31
individual has several options to face. A person may choose to watch TV channels, while another may prefer to32
read magazines and newspapers. The new millennium and the bulk of generations interact with each other using33
the World Wide Web (WWW) [1]. The WWW is increasingly important as a source of basic information and a34
place for trade [2] or so-called Electronic Commerce (EC).35

EC in short, is the use of computer networks to improve organizational performance as well as increasing the36
profitability ratio. Moreover, it helps to get a share in the market and improve customer service by creating a37
Web page and supporting the investors’ relations or communicating electronically with customers [3].38

Overall, there are many excellent electronic commerce sites such as Amazon.com, ebay.com, disneystore.com,39
and others. Commerce is reasonable to the process of shopping on the web site. It is becoming a commonly used40
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6 FIGURE2-THE ARCHITECTURE OF ON-LINE EPS

business pattern for households and implements web sites that provide functionality for performing commercial41
transactions over the web.42

The customers can browse the catalogue and select products of interest. The selected items may then be43
collected into an electronic shopping cart. At checkout time, the items in the shopping cart will be presented as44
an order. Afterwards, more information will be required to complete the transaction. Usually, the customer will45
be asked to fill or select a billing address, a shipping address, a shipping option, and payment information such46
as credit card number. An e-mail notification is sent to the customer as soon as the order is placed.47

Along with EC areas, the B2B (Business to Business) EC is being spotlighted as an interesting research48
area considering its size and the potential impact it has overall. Now various B2B systems are being used in49
seller-centric E-marketplaces, intermediary-centric E-marketplaces, and buyer-centric E-marketplaces etc. [4]50
The Internet combines the entire purchasing process, from product exposure to product purchase, into one easily51
accessible medium. Although there are many ways in which the Internet differs from other advertising channels,52
three are consistently mentioned in the advertising literature Quinn [5] Berthon [6]. These components are53
interactivity, customer intimacy, and the ability to shop online. Many argue that these are the characteristics54
that are provoking interest among consumers, and will generate success for e-companies.55

In this paper, we have created a hypermarket on the Internet that contains several commercial sites to sell56
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No. 60970095,60873081)” a wide range of goods to customers. We analyzed the treatment of three cases, the61
first case being multipayment. The purchase process, as from the beginning of the late 70’s, is an impressive62
number of innovative electronic payment systems that have been developed and tested commercially. However,63
the resulting variety and complexity of the systems has turned out to be one of the obstacles for the broad64
acceptance of electronic payment [7]. Second case is how to compare products with each other to save time65
and effort to the customer before the purchase process. The third case is the search process (Properties Based66
Search), rooted in the characteristics of the product to save time and effort for the customer.67

3 II.68

4 Problems69

Along with IT (Information Technology), the Internet high-speed development, electronic commerce has caused70
the current distribution realm to significantly transform, which can be smoothly developed [8]. We offer an71
electronic commerce site that we call HS (Home Site). The purpose of HS is to sell products and goods to the72
customers. This site displays the products from a large number of commercial sites that deal and have a contract73
with it (Site1, Site2?, and Site N).The customers can view and buy any product from different sites through this74
Site. The site owner of each site that has a contract with the main site (HS) can add, modify, and delete the75
products through the product management system.76

There is a payment system also in the HS as shown in the following figure. The customer deals with one site77
instead of visiting each site separately, which saves time and provides convenience for the customer.78

5 Figure1-The architecture of E-Hyper Market System79

Based on the proposed design of the system, this site provides several additional services that allow the client80
to perform the purchase process with flexibility and high efficiency. When a customer visits a site there will be81
three additional services available for him, these services help him to avoid the following situations:82

1) The payment method The on-line Electronic Payment System (EPS) uses transactions between three kinds83
of entities: A client (payers), electronic shops (payees) and the bank (Trusted Third Party) .The Architecture of84
system is shown in Figure ??2) [9].85

6 Figure2-The Architecture of on-line EPS86

In general, EPS is classified into two categories, the systems with on-line verification and the systems with off-87
line verification [10]. The process of shopping in any E-commerce site on the Internet includes paying the total88
amount instead of payment plans. For example, when the customer chooses a product like a laptop by e-cart89
and when he reaches the payment stage, he must pay the total amount of the computer at once (Is it not true?)90
through one of the payment methods such as credit card, Internet Bank or other means of payment over the91
Internet.92

Perhaps this customer does not have enough money now to buy this product in one of the payment methods.93
Therefore, he could not pay the full price at once, making him unable to buy this item. This will lead him94
to stop the purchasing process and thus, the commercial site along with the company/manufacturer that made95
this product will lose this trade process or maybe more. This customer can be a possible representative for one96
of the clients of that commercial site or to its customers! 2) Compare Products Despite the vast amount of97
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unstructured data on the web, ’Keyword-search’ is often the only way to find ©2011 Global Journals Inc. (US)98
needed information [11]. In this case, there exists a large group of various products that result from searching99
for products on different sites. Some consumers may find it difficult to compare the features and specifications100
of the product from one site to another. In one of the stages of the purchasing process, the customer needs to101
determine the most suitable product for his/her needs. This is done by evaluating the different products through102
comparing the characteristics of the product that he/she wishes to buy as well as choosing the right price before103
buying this product.104

However, the customer cannot compare this product with something similar to it in the same commercial site.105
Therefore, he may feel the need to visit other commercial sites. Each site is visited separately in order to compare106
with each other to help him make the final decision of the purchasing process or perhaps find the same product107
in another commercial site with best specifications; this will take more time on the customer’s behalf by wasting108
his/her efforts, afterwards resulting in the customer registering with another commercial site.109

3) Process (Advanced Search) One of the main obstacles in e-commerce is that it is not easy for customers to110
search for relevant information about the products they want [12].When a customer searches for a specific product111
using traditional search the result contains a huge number of products, making it difficult for the customer to112
review and check each of the search results. Even the outcome of the advance search is vague and inaccurate.113
With using general search, the search is non-specific in terms of characteristics and qualities, and this causes the114
frustration, loss of time, and more effort for the customer.115

7 III.116

8 Methods117

This section is the architectural design proposed for the databases using My SQL. The figure (3) below is118
architectural structure, which represents the logical schema.119

Through the design, we will be dealing with all the cases that are mentioned above, which are supported with120
the database table and it include:121

1) The payment method There are various proposals for EPS the vast majority have been failed to achieve,122
rely on a large scale. Reasons for non-success of some of the proposals and others fail remains unclear [13].123
After that product has been selected to be bought by the customer, the system of payment will automatically124
divide the total amount to be optional through the mechanism of a payment-plan. It contains several methods of125
payment such as (Credit Card, Internet Bank or on delivery ... etc.). If we take an example of payment process,126
which is in the form of three payment parts:127

? The first part of payment can be by card credit for example, using 30% of the total amount.128
? The second part of payment via the Internet Bank uses 40% of the total amount.129
? The remaining part of the total amount can be paid via delivery. The customer is also free to choose one130

method or more depending on his payment plan. The payment will vary in terms of percentage of each payment131
method depending on the customer’s credit situation in each method. In this way, we achieve flexibility in terms132
of paying through the different payment methods. The following tables facilitate this flexible payment process:133
Electronic commerce is the area that requires ontology mapping on product comparison over different product134
classification taxonomies of various shopping malls [14]. The customer will browse/search and select the products135
that he wants to compare. Then he may choose to compare selected products. The system will show the selected136
products side by side, so the customer can easily see the differences. These products can be from more than137
one commercial site and different manufacturers. In addition, the view contains information about whether this138
product is genuine or not.139

Because the home site contains several commercial sites there is no need to go out of it and look at other140
business sites, so the comparison process between the same products will be faster and easier to use so the client141
can save his time and efforts. The following tables facilitate this process: When pressing the button (Properties-142
based Search) the customer will enter the specific characteristics. He can search using a specific value for the143
property or a specific range (For example: colour of the product: black -price: 100$-200$ ... etc.).He can leave144
the other properties without conditions, when pressing the button (Search). The search results will be shown in145
an acceptable manner, correct, and 100% accurate. Here, the client will get exactly what he wants from using a146
precise search.Table3-Products147

Here we mean that the search process is based on the characteristics of the product itself. Because there are148
different product categories, the characteristics will vary. Properties-based Search will be for different properties149
and characteristics and not for specific category. Nevertheless, according to the category of the product and not150
like other commercial sites, the search result will be precise in achieving the customer satisfaction along with151
excellent service of the Site.152

9 IV.153

Project Implementation C# language in Asp.net technology is used to construct and implement this project. C#154
language is feathered by Asp.net and gives the user the ability to design an Internet website.155

As we can see in figure (4) which represents the main page of the E-Hyper Market, it contains a large number156
of goods and products. If the site owner is a member and is registered in this commercial site, he can be157
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14 CONCLUSIONS

granted access by entering his name and password. Then, he will have the ability to delete, add, and modify158
the information of goods that belongs to his site. This information for example can be quantities, specifications,159
prices and other information.160

The Design and Implementation of Integrated E-Cart on E-Hyper Market Figure4-The main page of E-Hyper161
Market However, if he is not a member or he is not registered then he can register on this commercial site after162
getting the approval from the administration of this site.163

For the customer, he can visit this site or register on it. In addition, he can visit one of the commercial sites164
which is affiliated to the E-Hyper Market through the link that appears under the name of each product that165
belongs to one of these companies.166

After presenting the contents of the home page, now we will turn to the three cases mentioned above. For167
example, if the customer decided to pay 25% of the total amount for the price of the product by credit card168
and 25% by Internet Bank and the remaining 50% through on delivery the payment plan will materialize in the169
following format figure (6). 2) Compare Products170

The study results show that people are inclined to use featured information paths when they are given the171
vertical disposition style and product information paths when they are given the horizontal disposition style172
[16].After the customer finishes his process research and selects a set of products to compare by displaying all173
the characteristics and qualities that have been selected, he then facilitates the comparison among them as in174
the following figure (7).175
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After the customer chooses the product that he wishes to buy and reaches the payment phase, the customer179
has to establish his own payment plan. Figure (5) shows how to implement and choose the multiple means of180
payment (Credit Card, Internet Bank, on delivery?..etc.)181

1) The payment method Generally, EPS can be classified into four categories: Online Credit Card Payment182
System, Online Electronic Cash System, Electronic Cheque System and Smart Cards based Electronic Payment183
System [15].184

©2011 Global Journals Inc. (US)185

11 Figure7-Comparison between Products186

The Design and Implementation of Integrated E-Cart on E-Hyper Market187

12 3) Properties-based Search188

The customer reviews the properties in detail by typing in the text box, or chooses values from a specialist for189
each property after selecting the category of the product. For example, searching for a book as shown in the190
following figure (8).191

13 Figure8-Properties-based Search192

Then click on the search button to obtain the search results as accurate as shown in the following figure (9).193

14 Conclusions194

The aim of this article is to design and build an E-Hyper Market on the Internet, which integrates a large number195
of commercial sites. The purpose is to attract and entice the largest number of customers as much as possible.196

Moreover, facilitate the purchase process in order to increase of the percentage of sales (retail) for this197
commercial site, thereby increasing the profits of the companies and the factories that contribute to the success198
of the commercial site through the following:199

The Design and Implementation of Integrated E-Cart on E-Hyper Market 1. Flexible payment process by200
dividing the total amount of the product that will be bought to a number of payments methods that fits each201
customer (Credit Card, Internet Bank, on delivery?etc.), given that E-payments help in avoiding long queues202
and other hassles and provide freedom for individuals to pay taxes, licenses and fees. 2. 2-Gain time and save203
effort for the customer and assisting him by facilitating the comparison between different products in terms of204
specifications and characteristics of the product that he wants to buy before beginning the purchase process. 3.205
3-Properties-Based Search method was introduced. It searches accurately depending on the characteristics and206
specifications of the product according to the product category. ASP.NET is used as a programming language207
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Figure 3: Figure9-

Figure 4:
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Figure 5:

Figure 6:
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14 CONCLUSIONS

Figure 7:

Table1-Payment table schema
SNO NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION
1 Payment_ID Number Primary key for

Payment
2 3 4 5 Invoice_ID Payment_Method_ID Number Number Amount Number (float) Statues Number Foreign key

from Invoice
Foreign key
from Payment
Method

March
2011

Table2-Payment Method table schema
SNO NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION
1 Payment Method ID Number

Primary
key for
Pay-
ment
Method

2 Name Varchar
2) Compare Products

Figure 3.Logical Schema
©2011
Global
Journals
Inc. (US)

Figure 8:
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to build this project, and MY-SQL is used as a database engine. With the extra services that this commercial208
site renders; it will be more flexible and easier to use when comparing with other similar sites. 1 2 3 4209
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